
Unsatisfactory Products from North Dakota Dispensaries
Photos and comments collected from ND Medical Marijuana Program patients

-Patient Names Withheld for Fear of Retaliation from Dispenaries/Growers

Purchased Nov. 19, 2020
Pure Dakota product
1/8 oz. Platte River Kush flower
Strive Life, Grand Forks
-full of stems
-no cannabis scent
-smelled of dead vegetation

Purchased Jan. 12, 2021
Pure Dakota product
Grandaddy Purple Flower
Strive Life, Grand Forks
-seedy
-dry
-took an hour to dig seeds out

Purchased Apr. 21, 2020
Grassroots product
pre-rolls
Strive Life, Grand Forks
-all leaves



Purchased 1/2021
Pure Dakota product
Herbology, Minot
Yukon Kush flower
Flowers untrimmed
-Desires way to see product prior to 
purchase

This is an example of the medication that 
you will get at any dispensary in the state. 
In the approximate 7g of flower I found 
119 seeds with the bigger ones measuring 
4-5mm in diameter. I would have found 
more if I had been ambitious enough to 
sift through it again. When there are seeds 
present it means that the plant has gone 
through changes that reduce the amount 
of cannabinoids it will produce. I question 
the validity of their lab results and wonder 
if they are cherry picking the test samples. 
At least I was fortunate enough to get big 
nuggets for once. That has been an ongoing 
problem from the start. Tiny nuggets grow 
less trichomes and have less cannabinoids. 
So if they take their sample from big nug-
gets and one of small biggest from the same 
plant they can have vastly different amounts 
of cannabinoids even if the plant is healthy. 
We should be able to see and smell what we 
are purchasing prior to buying it since there 
seems to be no recourse for patients. We’re 
paying 3-4x street prices for medication that 
is mediocre.

I will send pictures of the before and after of 
all flower I buy because I’m tired of paying 
so much for so little, but it’s the only thing 
that helps my conditions so I’m stuck.


